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DISCLOSURE OF AN INSIDER INFORMATION ACC. TO ARTICLE 17 MAR 

 

bet-at-home.com AG: adjustment of revenue and earnings guidance for fiscal 

year 2021 
 

Düsseldorf, 19 July 2021.  

 

Based on the business development in the first half of 2021 and against the backdrop of the following 

influencing factors, the gross betting and gaming revenue and earnings of the bet-at-home.com AG 

Group are currently expected to be as follows in the financial year 2021 compared to the range 

forecast in February 2021: 

 

− Gross betting and gaming revenue: 100 million EUR to 110 million EUR  

(previous: 106 million EUR to 118 million EUR) 

− EBITDA: 8 million EUR to 10 million EUR  

(previous: 18 million EUR to 22 million EUR) 

 

 

The first factor influencing revenue and earnings is the implementation of the conditions of the 

nationwide sports betting license obtained in November 2020 in the core market of Germany, which 

the bet-at-home.com AG Group implemented in February 2021 by means of its own Germany platform 

for German customers. To date, however, not all existing German customers have gone through the 

required process of re-registering and verifying player accounts on the new platform, meaning that 

player activity has not yet been able to match previous financial years. As a result, wagering on the 

European Football Championship from June to July 2021 also fell short of expectations in Germany. 

Although the migration has resulted in considerable long-term legal certainty in the core market of 

Germany, the upcoming implementation of cross-product monthly betting limits for the online sports 

betting and online gaming segments is likely to lead to further revenue losses in Germany in the 

coming months. In addition, the online gaming segment in Germany has so far developed below 

expectations, despite compliance with all necessary regulatory requirements. 

 

In the Polish market, the bet-at-home.com AG Group has been subject to enforcement efforts by the 

authorities since July 2017, which included both IP blocking and payment blocking measures. The bet-

at-home.com AG Group originally continued to maintain its offer and took legal action against the 

discriminatory regulations. Due to legal tightening, the bet-at-home.com AG Group now intends to 

apply for a sports betting license in Poland as well. No further offering on the Polish market has taken 

place since 1 June 2021, as this would have resulted in exclusion from future licensing procedures in 

Poland. This also results in a negative impact on revenues and earnings in the second half of 2021 

that goes beyond the previous restrictions in Poland.  

 

The fact that - as already reported - a Maltese Group company in Austria is exposed to claims by 

customers for reimbursement of gaming losses in the online casino also has a negative impact on 

earnings. At the end of the first half of 2021, legal proceedings with a total litigation value of around 

EUR 11 million were pending in Austria (31/12/2020: EUR 4.8 million). The bet-at-home.com AG 

Group considers the online casino monopoly of the national Austrian gambling regulation to be 

contrary to European law and therefore considers itself a legal provider. This is continuously supported 

by corresponding legal opinions from renowned experts. Nevertheless, the Austrian courts ruled in 

favor of the customers in the lower instances in the first half of 2021 and affirmed a reimbursement of 

gaming losses due to the lack of an Austrian gaming license. Contrary to the strict requirements of the 

European Court of Justice (ECJ), the Austrian courts do not currently conduct any substantive reviews 

of the legality of the gambling monopoly, but instead generally refer to previous rulings of the highest 
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courts, with the highest courts currently dismissing appeals on the basis of previous rulings of the 

highest courts. 

 

Not least due to the need derived from current ECJ case law (including the "Fluctus et Fluentum" 

decision) for a recurring review also by the Austrian courts, which the bet-at-home.com AG Group 

believes is currently not taking place to the extent required, the bet-at-home.com AG Group 

anticipates a positive development in case law, particularly at the higher courts in the appeal 

instances, by the end of the first half of 2022. The bet-at-home.com AG Group's legal opinion, i.e. the 

illegality of the Austrian monopoly and thus the legality of its own gaming offering, is confirmed by 

recognized lawyers and university professors. 

 

As of 30 June 2021, a provision of EUR 3.2 million has nevertheless been recognized based on the 

current practice in the lower courts, which also includes ancillary costs of the proceedings, such as 

legal fees and court costs. However, the overall risk resulting from the legal disputes may also have a 

further significant negative impact on the bet-at-home.com AG Group's net assets, financial position 

and results of operations. 

 

 

 

About bet-at-home: 

The bet-at-home.com AG Group is active in the domain of online sports betting and online gaming. 

With 5.4 million registered customers, the company (which is listed on the Frankfurt stock exchange) 

represents, together with its subsidiaries, one of the most successful gaming providers within the 

European Union. bet-at-home.com has companies in Germany, Austria, Malta and Gibraltar. The 

successful development of the company can be attributed to its 283 employees as at 31 March 2021. 

The Group holds various licenses via its Maltese companies for online sports betting and online 

gaming. The licenses allow the company to organize and market online sports betting and online 

casinos. Since 2009, bet-at-home.com AG has been a part of the Betclic Everest SAS Group, which is 

a leading French Group in the domain of online sports betting and online gaming. bet-at-home is 

certified according to ISO/IEC 27001:2013 for all Group companies in Germany, Austria and Malta. 
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